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What happens when a doctor doesn't follow official, time-tested guidelines put forth by organizations like
the American Heart Association and the American Cancer Society? Some experts believe this practice could
put one's health in danger. Author and pharmacist Christi Larson, Pharm. D., answers this question and
more in the new book Empowered Medicine; A comprehensive summary of the most common chronic
conditions and their official treatment guidelines. (Paperback, Smart Leaf Press, $14.95). Empowered
Medicine takes the official guidelines for the top chronic conditions and translates them into terms we can
all understand.
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After completing her doctorate in
Pharmacy, Dr. Larson went on to practice
in a variety of pharmacy environments.
Dr. Larson has given many community
health education lectures. She has also
chaired and taken part in a variety of
forums in an effort to improve patient
care within the health care system. Dr.
Larson has most recently created an
innovative, medication information
website: www.empoweredmedicine.com
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In This Book You Will Discover:




Summaries of the official treatment guidelines
Which drugs have been shown to be the most effective, least
expensive and have the least amount of side effects
How to take control of your health
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